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Introduction
A Neighbourhood Plan for the neighbourhood area of Broughton-in-Amounderness, within the
administrative area of Preston Local Council in Lancashire (see Figure 1-1), has been produced by
the Parish Council comprised of Parish Councillors and local residents. The plan is being prepared
under the Localism Act 2011, and in accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations
2012. The plan covers a 10-year period of 2016 - 2026, and sets out plan objectives, a vision for
the neighbourhood area, and plan policies to deliver that vision consistent with the expressed
opinions of the local community.

Figure 1-1: Broughton Neighbourhood Area.
The primary aims of this Screening Report are to:
1. identify whether the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan requires a Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) by appraising the potential high-level environmental impacts that may
arise from the Neighbourhood Plan and concluding whether there is a need to conduct a
full SEA.
2. identify, describe and assess the likely significant effects of implementing the Plan on
European designated sites (i.e. Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Special
Protection Areas (SPAs)) and also Ramsar sites) within and around the neighbourhood
area of Broughton as part of a Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA).
The above two aims of this Screening Report are closely interlinked, with the HRA providing
supporting evidence for the conclusions reached within the SEA. For clarity and ease of reference
this report contains the assessments and conclusions required for both the SEA and the HRA.
Given that the HRA feeds into the conclusions of the SEA, the HRA is first provided in Chapter 3,
with the SEA detailed in Chapters 4.
SEA & HRA Screening Final
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Legislative Regime

2.1

Strategic Environmental Assessment
The Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004, or SEA Regulations,
transpose European Directive 2001/42/EC (the SEA Directive) into English Law. This Directive and
Regulations requires a SEA to be undertaken for certain types of plans or programmes that could
have a significant environmental effect.
The Regulations form the basis by which all SEAs are carried out to assess the effects and impacts
of certain plans and programmes on the environment. Detailed practical guidance on these
Regulations can be found in the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) Government
publication, A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive (ODPM, 2005).
This document has been used as the basis for undertaking this Screening Report, in conjunction
with the SEA Regulations.
It is a basic condition of producing a Neighbourhood Plan that EU obligations, as incorporated into
UK law, are met; this includes those of the SEA Directive. In some limited circumstances, where a
Neighbourhood Plan is likely to have significant environmental effects, it may require a SEA
(Planning Practice Guidance, 2015). Draft Neighbourhood Plan proposals should therefore be
assessed to determine if they are likely to have significant environmental effects (i.e. through a
screening assessment as contained within this report). For example, a Neighbourhood Plan may
require an SEA where:


sites are allocated for development.



the plan area contains sensitive natural or heritage assets that may be affected by the
proposals in the plan.



the neighbourhood plan may have significant environmental effects that have not already
been considered and dealt with through a Sustainability Appraisal of the Local Plan.
If significant environmental impacts are triggered by the implementation of a Neighbourhood Plan,
it is considered prudent to advise that a SEA is required. As such, it is important to determine
whether there would be significant environmental impacts as per the SEA Directive.

2.2

Habitats Regulations Assessment
European Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and Wild Flora and Fauna
(Habitats Directive) provides legal protection to habitats and species of European importance. The
principal aim of this directive is to maintain at, and where necessary restore to, favourable
conservation the status of flora, fauna and habitats found at these designated sites (i.e. SACs, SPAs
and Ramsar sites). The Directive is transposed into English legislation through the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended).
It is a requirement of Article 102 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as
amended) that "the plan-making authority for that plan must, before the plan is given effect, make
an appropriate assessment of the implications for the site in view of that site's conservation
objectives", where the plan is likely to have a significant effect on a European site or a European
offshore marine site (either alone or in combination with other plans or projects), and where it is not
directly connected with or necessary to the management of the site. Article 102 also requires that
"in the light of the conclusions of the assessment, and subject to regulation 103 (considerations of
overriding public interest), the plan-making authority or, in the case of a regional strategy, the
Secretary of State must give effect to the land use plan only after having ascertained that it will not
adversely affect the integrity of the European site or the European offshore marine site (as the case
may be)".
The HRA process is underpinned by the precautionary principle, especially in the assessment of
potential impacts and their resolution. If it is not possible to rule out likely significant effects on the
evidence available, then it is assumed that a risk may exist and it needs to be addressed in the
assessment process, preferably through changes to the proposed measure or through options such
as avoidance or control measures. Only once this assessment has been completed can it be
concluded that there is no adverse risk to a European site resulting from the plan.
Spatial planning documents, such as Neighbourhood Plans, are required to undergo HRA if they
are not directly connected with, or necessary to, the management of a European site. As the
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Broughton-in-Amounderness Neighbourhood Plan is not connected with, or necessary to, the
management of European designated sites, it is necessary to undertake a HRA.
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Habitats Regulations Assessment Screening

3.1

Habitats Regulations Assessment Methodology
Habitat Regulations Assessment follows a three-stage process as outlined in the DCLG guidance
"Planning for the Protection of European Sites: Appropriate Assessment". These stages are
described in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: The HRA Process
Stage/Task

Description

HRA Task 1 - Screening

This process identifies the likely impacts upon a European site of a
project or plan, either alone or in combination with other projects or
plans, and determines whether these impacts are likely to be
significant.
If no adverse impact is determined, the project or plan can proceed. If
an adverse impact is identified, Task 2 is commenced.

HRA Task 2 Appropriate
Assessment

Task 2 is subsequent to the identification of likely significant effects
upon a European site in Task 1. This assessment determines whether
a project or plan would have an adverse impact on the integrity of a
European site, either alone or in combination with other projects or
plans.
This assessment is confined to the effects on the internationally
important habitats and species for which the site is designated (i.e. the
interest features of the site).
If no adverse impact is determined, the project or plan can proceed. If
an adverse impact is identified, task 3 is commenced.
Where a plan or project has been found to have adverse impacts on
the integrity of a European site, potential avoidance/mitigation
measures or alternative options should be identified.

HRA Task 3 - Mitigation
and Alternatives

3.1.1

If suitable avoidance/mitigation or alternative options are identified, that
result in there being no adverse impacts from the project or plan on
European sites, the project or plan can proceed.
If no suitable avoidance/mitigation or alternative options are identified,
as a rule the project or plan should not proceed. However, in
exceptional circumstances, if there is an 'imperative reason of
overriding public interest' for the implementation of the project or plan,
consideration can be given to proceeding in the absence of alternative
solutions. In these cases compensatory measures must have to be put
in place to offset negative impacts.

HRA Task 1 Screening - Methodology
The following section details the methodology of the screening assessment undertaken to identify
the likely impacts of the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan upon European sites, and to determine
whether these impacts are likely to be significant and whether an Appropriate Assessment, and
mitigation and assessment of alternatives (HRA Task 2 and 3) are required.
Methodology
In order to complete the screening assessment it is necessary to:


Identify the European sites within and outside the plan area likely to be affected, reasons
for their designation and their conservation objectives.



Describe the plan and its aims and objectives and also those of other projects or plans that
in combination have the potential to impact upon the European sites.



Identify the potential effects on the European sites.



Assess the significance of these potential effects on the European sites.
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The Precautionary Principle
If there is uncertainty, and it is not possible, based on the information available, to confidently
determine that there will be no significant effects on a site then the precautionary principle will be
applied, and the plan will be subject to an Appropriate Assessment (HRA Task 2).
Consultation
It is a requirement of the Habitat Regulations to consult the appropriate nature conservation
statutory body. Consultation on the approach to this HRA screening and the information on
European sites considered will be undertaken with Natural England as required.

3.2

European Sites
European sites are often collectively known as Natura 2000 sites. Natura 2000 is an EU-wide
network of nature protection areas established under the Habitats Directive. The aim of the network
is to assure the long-term survival of Europe's most valuable and threatened habitats and species.
Natura 2000 consists of:


Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) - these are designated under the UK Regulations
made under the Habitats Directive to protect those habitat types and species that are
considered to be most in need of conservation at a European level (excluding birds).



Special Protection Areas (SPAs) - these are designated under the UK Regulations under
the Birds Directive to protect rare and vulnerable birds, and also regularly occurring
migratory species



Ramsar sites - these are wetlands of international importance designated under the Ramsar
Convention.
Although not included in the European legislation, as a matter of policy, Ramsar sites in England
are protected as European sites. The vast majority are also classified as SPAs and Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSIs). All SPAs and terrestrial SACs in England are also designated as SSSIs
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) as amended.
3.2.1

European Sites in and around Broughton Neighbourhood Area
Best practice guidance suggests that sites occurring within a wider area of approximately 10km to
15km from the boundary of the area directly affected by a plan should be identified and assessed
as part of the HRA screening process, in addition to those sites located within the plan area.
However, it is important to consider the possibility of impacts for any European site which might be
affected, whatever their location, given the activities included in the plan and their range of influence.
This may extend some distance from the area within the immediate influence of the plan. For the
Broughton Neighbourhood Plan a buffer of 10km has been applied given the relatively small size of
the neighbourhood area and it is considered that no pathways, including hydrological connections,
exist that would impact upon any European sites beyond this extent.
There are no SACs, SPAs and Ramsar sits located within Broughton neighbourhood area.
There is one SPA and one Ramsar located within 10km of Broughton neighbourhood area, these
sites are listed in Table 3-2 and shown in Figure 3-1.
Table 3-2: European Sites within and adjacent to Broughton Neighbourhood Area
Designation

Site

Distance and Direction at Closest
Point to Neighbourhood Area

SPA

Ribble and Alt Estuaries

8.3km SW

RAMSAR

Ribble and Alt Estuaries

8.3km SW
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Figure 3-1: Location of European Sites within Broughton Neighbourhood Area and a 10km Buffer.
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Table 3-3: Details of European Sites within 10km buffer around Broughton Neighbourhood Area (Information from JNCC, 2001 and 2008; Natural England, 2014)
European
Site

Qualifying Feature (Broad
Habitat/ Species Groupings)

Qualifying Features

Conservation Objectives

Site Vulnerability

Ribble and
Alt Estuaries
SPA

Birds utilising the intertidal flats,
saltmarshes and coastal grazing
marshes.

The site regularly supports species listed in Annex 1:
- Ruff Philomachus pugnax [9.1% GB population]
- Common Tern Sterna hirundo [1.5% GB population]
- Bewick's Swan Cygnus columbianus bewickii [3.9% GB
population]
- Whooper Swan Cygnus cygnus [3.3% GB population]
- Golden Plover Pluvialis apricaria [1.4% GB population]
- Bar-tailed Godwit Limosa lapponica [37.9% GB population]

To ensure that the integrity of
the site is maintained or
restored as appropriate, and
ensure that the site contributes
to achieving the aims of the
Wild Birds Directive, by
maintaining or restoring:
- The extent and distribution of
the habitats of the qualifying
features
- The structure and function of
the habitats of the qualifying
features
- The supporting processes on
which the habitats of the
qualifying features rely
- The population of each of the
qualifying features, and,
- The distribution of the
qualifying features within the
site.

Coastal squeeze

Supports overwintering
waterbirds.

The site regularly supports migratory species (other than
those listed in Annex 1):
- Lesser Black-backed Gull Larus fuscus graellsii [1.5%
Western Europe/ Med/W Africa population (1993)]
- Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticulua [3.3% Europe/
Northern Africa population (1993-1997)]
- Sanderling Calidris alba [6.5% E Atlantic/W&S Africa (19931997)
- Redshank Tringa totanus [2.2% Eastern Atlantic (19931997)]
- Pink-footed Goose Anser brachyrhynchus [5.2% E
Greenland/Iceland/UK (1993/94-1997/98)]
- Shelduck Tadorna tadorna [1.6% Northwestern Europe
(1993/94-1997/98)]
- Wigeon Anas penelope [6.8% W Siberia & NW/NE Europe
(1993/94-1997/98)]
- Teal Anas crecca [1.8% Northwestern Europe (1993/941997/98)]
- Pintail Anas acuta [4.6% Northwestern Europe (1993/941997/98)]
- Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus [2.1% Europe & N/W
Africa (1993/94-1997/98)]
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Air Pollution: risk of
atmospheric nitrogen
deposition
Inappropriate scrub
control
Invasive species
Hydrological changes
Public
Access/Disturbance
Inappropriate coastal
management
Fisheries: Commercial
marine and estuarine
Change to site location
Inappropriate coastal
management
Shooting/ scaring
Feature location/ extent/
Pressure condition
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European
Site

Qualifying Feature (Broad
Habitat/ Species Groupings)

Qualifying Features

Conservation Objectives

- Grey Plover Pluvialis squatarola [6.2% Eastern Atlantic
(1993/94-1997/98)]
- Knot Calidris canutus islandica [19.7% NE
Can/Grl/Iceland/NW Eur (1993/94-1997/98)]
- Sanderling Calidris alba [2.9% E Atlantic/W&S Africa
(1993/94-1997/98)]
- Dunlin Calidris alpina alpina [2.8% N Siberia/Europe/W
Africa (1993/94-1997/98)]
- Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa islandica [1.8% Iceland
(1993/94-1997/98)]
- Redshank Tringa totanus [1.7% Eastern Atlantic (1993/941997/98)]

Site Vulnerability
unknown

The site supports regularly over 20,000 waterbirds in any
season:
In the non-breeding season, the area regularly supports
323,861 individual waterbirds (5 year peak mean 1993/941997/98).
The site supports regularly over 20,000 seabirds in any
season.
Ribble and
Alt Estuaries
Ramsar

This site falls under the following
Ramsar criteria:
- Ramsar Criterion 2
- Ramsar Criterion 5
- Ramsar Criterion 6
The tidal flats and saltmarsh
support internationally important
populations of waterfowls in the
winter.
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Ramsar Criterion 2
The site supports up to 40% of the Great Britain population of
Natterjack Toads Bufo calamita.
Ramsar Criterion 5
Assemblages of international importance:
Species with peak counts in winter:
222038 waterfowl (5 year peak mean 1998/99 - 2002/2003)
Ramsar Criterion 6
Species regularly supported during the breeding season:
- Lesser black-backed gull Larus fuscus graellsii W
Europe/Mediterranean/W Africa; 4108 occupied nests -

The Ramsar Convention's
mission is "the conservation
and wise use of all wetlands
through local and national
actions and international
cooperation, as a contribution
towards achieving sustainable
development throughout the
world" (Ramsar, 2014).
No specific conservation
objectives are available.

No site vulnerabilities are
specified within the
Ramsar citation, but
assumed same as for
SPA.

2

European
Site

Qualifying Feature (Broad
Habitat/ Species Groupings)

Qualifying Features

Conservation Objectives

Site Vulnerability

average of 2.7% of the breeding population (5 year peak
mean 1998/9-2002/3)
Species with peak counts in spring/autumn:
- Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula Europe/Northwest
Africa; 3761 individuals - average of 5.1% of the population (5
year peak mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Grey Plover Pluvialis squatarola EAtlantic/W Africa
(wintering); 11021 individuals - average of 4.4% of the
population (5 year peak mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Red Knot Calidris canutus islandica W & S Africa; 42692
individuals - average of 9.4% of the population (5 year peak
mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Sanderling Calidris alba Eastern Atlantic; 7401 individuals average of 6% of the population (5 year peak mean 1998/92002/3)
- Dunlin Calidris alpina alpina W Siberia/W Europe; 38196
individuals - average of 2.8% of the population (5 year peak
mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa islandica Iceland/W
Europe; 3323 individuals - average of 9.4% of the population
(5 year peak mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Common Redshank Tringa totanus totanus; 4465
individuals - average of 1.7% of the population (5 year peak
mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Lesser black-backed full Larus fuscus graellsii; 1747
individuals - average of 2.8% of the GB population (5 year
peak mean 1998/9-2002/3)
Species with peak counts in winter:
- Tundra Swan Cygnus columbianus bewickii NW Europe;
230 individuals - average of 2.8% of the GB population (5
year peak mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Whooper Swan Cygnus cygnus Iceland/UK/Ireland; 211
individuals - average of 1% of the population (5 year peak
mean 1998/9-2002/3)
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European
Site

Qualifying Feature (Broad
Habitat/ Species Groupings)

Qualifying Features

Conservation Objectives

Site Vulnerability

- Pink-footed Goose Anser brachyrhynchus
Greenland/Icleand/UK; 6552 individuals - average of 2.7% of
the population (5 year peak mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Common Shelduck Tadorna tadorna NW Europe; 2944
individuals - average of 3.7% of the GB population (5 year
peak mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Eurasian Wigeon Anas penelope NW Europe; 69841
individuals - average of 4.6% of the population (5 year peak
mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Eurasian Teal Anas crecca NW Europe; 5107 individuals average of 1.2% of the population (5 year peak mean 1998/92002/3)
- Northern Pintail Anas acuta New Europe; 1497 individuals average of 1.2% of the population (5 year peak mean 1998/92002/3)
- Eurasian Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus ostralegus;
18926 individuals - average of 1.8% of the population (5 year
peak mean 1998/9-2002/3)
- Bar-tailed Godwit Limosa lapponica lapponica W Palearctic;
13935 individuals - average of 11.6% of the population (5
year peak mean 1998/9-2002/3)
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3.3

Potential Hazards to European Sites
Neighbourhood Plans, with the spatial planning policies they contain, can potentially have adverse
impacts on the habitats and species for which European sites are designated. These impacts can
be direct such as habitat loss, fragmentation or degradation, or indirect such as disturbance from
recreational activities or pollution from construction and transportation.
This section identifies the potential hazards to European sites within the 10km buffer around
Broughton neighbourhood area which may arise as a result of the implementation of the
Neighbourhood Plan, and then goes on to identify the types of hazards to which the qualifying
feature present within the sites are particularly sensitive.

3.3.1

Hazards to Sites
The European site within the 10km buffer around Broughton neighbourhood area mainly consist of
saltmarsh, mudflats and sand dunes with considerable bird interest. Potential hazards to the interest
features are identified in Table 3-4 below.
Table 3-4: Potential Hazards to the European Sites within 10km Buffer around Broughton
Neighbourhood Area
Potential Hazard

Description

Habitat loss

This is a loss of habitat within the designated boundaries of a European site there would be no direct loss as a result of the Neighbourhood Plan
implementation as Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar site are located
outside of Broughton neighbourhood area.

Habitat
fragmentation

This is where activities result in the separation of available habitats or split
extensive areas of suitable habitat. This hazard is most likely to affect species
by disrupting movement corridors. It can also damage the integrity of European
Sites by isolating habitats and the species present from other areas, outwith
the site boundaries, that are important for certain aspects of their lifecycle. In
relation to Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA, Natural England (2014) identifies that
the coastline around Formby Point is eroding and due to the woodland located
behind the eroding dunes the natural process of dune roll-back is not possible,
thus leading to fragmentation of dune habitats and loss of embryo and mobile
dune habitats.

Changes in
physical regime

These are changes to physical processes that will alter the present
characteristics of the European site e.g. fluvial and geomorphological
processes, erosion processes, deposition.

Physical damage

This includes recreational pressures such as trampling and erosion, and where
sites are close to urban areas, other damaging activities may occur such as
rubbish tipping, vandalism, arson, and predation (particularly by cats).

Habitat/community
simplification

Changes to environmental conditions, due to human activities, that result in a
reduction and fragmentation of habitats that will reduce biodiversity.

Disturbance
(noise, visual)

Activities which result in disturbance, causing sensitive birds to deviate from
their normal, preferred behaviour. These can be caused by construction
activities, recreational/amenity use of an area, traffic etc. Natural England
(2014) and JNCC (2008) identify that Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and
Ramsar site is subject to both terrestrial and marine recreational use, including
dog walkers, off-road vehicles, sand yachting and jet skis, which causes
disturbances to bird populations, dune and foreshore species, and habitats.

Competition from
invasive nonnative species

Activities may cause the introduction or spread of invasive non-native animals
and plants which could result in changes to community composition and even
to the complete loss of native communities. Natural England (2014) highlight
that Liverpool Docks is known to host several marine invasive non-native
species, including Japanese Skeleton shrimp Caprella mutica, and that Dee
Estuary has presence of Chinese Mitten crab Erocheir sinensis. These
invasive non-native species can spread to Ribble and Alt Estuaries and affect
roosting or feeding habitat, such as through competition with native species on
which the birds depend.

Change in water
levels or table

Activities which may affect surface and groundwater levels, such as land
drainage and abstraction, may have adverse impacts on water dependant
habitats and species. Natural England (2014) identifies that water availability
within the dunes is affected by the presence of invasive scrub, such as the
man-made plantations and drainage systems within the adjacent urban
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3.3.2

Potential Hazard

Description
settlement.

Changes in water
quality

Activities which may impact upon water quality, such as accidental pollution
spills, run-off from urban areas, nutrient enrichment from agriculture, and
discharge from sewage works, may adversely affect wetland habitats and
species.

Changes to
surface water
flooding

Activities may result in a reduction or increase in the frequency and extent of
surface water flooding which may affect coastal habitats.

Turbidity and
siltation

Increases in turbidity within water environments can impact upon aquatic
plants, fish and wildfowl due to sedimentation and reduction in penetrable light.

Pollution

Activities promoted by the Neighbourhood Plan may lead to the release of
pollutants to the air such as oxides of nitrogen, oxides of sulphur or ammonia,
or pollutants deposited on the ground through acidification or terrestrial
eutrophication via soil (deposition of nitrogen). Natural England (2014)
identifies that nitrogen deposition exceeds critical loads and causes rapid
growth of vegetation on transitional dune habitats; leading to loss of early
successional vegetation communities and associated habitats and species.

Qualifying Features and Sensitivity to Hazards
Table 3-5 below, shows the qualifying features of the European sites within the 10km buffer around
Broughton neighbourhood area and identifies the hazards to which they are potentially sensitive
(see Table 3-3).
Table 3-5: Sensitivity of European Sites to Potential Hazards
Potential Hazards
Change in water levels or
table













Pollution

Competition from nonnative species



Turbidity and siltation

Disturbance (noise,
visual)



Changes to surface water
flooding

Habitat/
community simplification



Changes in water quality

Physical damage

Changes in physical
regime

Habitat fragmentation

Habitat loss



Ribble & Alt Estuaries SPA
Birds of
marshes,
sand dunes
and intertidal
mudflats.







Ribble & Alt Estuaries Ramsar
Wetland
habitat coastal
marshes and
intertidal
mudflats.
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Description of the Neighbourhood Plan Strategies
This section provides a summary of the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2026. The plan
contains a number of specific objectives within four broad areas, as detailed in Table 3-6 below.
Beneath each of these specific objectives are a number of more detailed policies outlining how
Broughton neighbourhood area will develop during the lifetime of the plan.
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Table 3-6: Specific Objectives of the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan

3.5

Area

Objective

Rural Setting

To retain Broughton Village's rural setting and enhance its identity as a
distinct settlement and community physically separate from Preston's Urban
Area.

Development

To ensure that any new development is of an appropriate, nature, location,
scale and design, and in the case of Broughton Village is in keeping with
and does not undermine the character, rural setting and environmental
quality of the village (including through the impact of associated vehicle
traffic).

Housing

To ensure the location, scale, and form of future housing development takes
full account of local needs, and helps establish a balanced and active local
community.

Business/
Employment

To support businesses to thrive and grow, supporting the development of
small new businesses, home working and the retail and service
opportunities in the new developments. Working with the providers of
broadband to make sure the whole village can all benefit from good
coverage.

Facilities & Local
Centre

To secure a significantly enhanced range and quality of local services and
community facilities, including establishing a vibrant local centre located
within the heart of Broughton Village and creating other focal/meeting points
for the local community.

Environment &
Heritage

To realise the potential created by provision of the bypass to secure
improvements to the quality of both the natural and built environment;
ensuring that heritage assets (designated and non-designated) are
identified, conserved and enhanced.

Leisure & Recreation

To enhance opportunities for and participation in sport and informal leisure
and recreation by the development, improvement and/or sharing of local
facilities.

Health & Well Being

To promote health and wellbeing by safeguarding and enhancing the Guild
Wheel and local footpath network and ensure that improvements in air
quality post bypass are maintained. To protect these routes from any
development that would be to the detriment of the enjoyment and benefits
they provide, particularly in providing access to and enjoyment of open
countryside areas.

New Communities

To integrate successfully the major new housing developments on the
southern and eastern edges of the plan area; and to further develop and
encourage pedestrian and cycle access between these areas, key plan area
facilities and the local centre.

Open Countryside

To safeguard and enhance the special character and identity of the open
countryside areas.

Other Relevant Plans and Policies that might act in-combination
A series of individually modest effects may in-combination produce effects that are likely to
adversely affect the integrity of one or more European sites. Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive
tries to address this by taking into account the combination of effects from other plans or policies.
The Directive does not explicitly define which other plans and policies are within the scope of the
combination provision. Guidance in section 4.4.3 of ‘Managing Natura 2000 Sites: The provisions
of Article 6 of the ‘Habitats’ Directive 92/43/EEC’, published by the European Commission, states:
‘When determining likely significant effects, the combination of other plans or projects should also
be considered to take account of cumulative impacts. It would seem appropriate to restrict the
combination provision to other plans or projects which have been actually proposed'.
Table 3-7 below lists the relevant plans and policies that have been identified as having the potential
to result in adverse effects on European sites in-combination with the Broughton Neighbourhood
Plan.
Table 3-7: Other Plans and Policies
Plan/Policy

Potential In-combination Effects

National

The NPPF sets out national planning policy to be taken into account by councils
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3.6

Plan/Policy
Planning Policy
Framework
(NPPF)

Potential In-combination Effects
when preparing new local plans and taking decisions on planning applications.
In relation to conserving and enhancing the natural environment the NPPF states
that the planning system should contribute and enhance the natural and local
environment through minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in
biodiversity where possible, including by establishing coherent ecological
networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures. It also requires
local planning authorities to set criteria based policies against which proposals for
any developments on, or affecting, protected wildlife will be judged, with
distinctions made between the hierarchy of international, national and locally
designated sites, so that protection is commensurate with their status.
The presumption in favour of sustainable development, enshrined within the
NPPF, does not apply where development requiring appropriate assessment
under the Birds or Habitats Directives is being considered, planned or
determined.

Preston Local
Plan 2012 - 2026

The Preston Local Plan (2016-2026) contains a number of policies relating to
housing, infrastructure, cultural heritage, recreation and the environment. Once
the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan has been adopted it will form part of the
emerging Local Plan for Preston. Policies within the Preston Local Plan and
Broughton Neighbourhood Plan are therefore consistent with each other.
The Preston Local Plan (2016-2026) contains a policy (EN10 - Biodiversity and
Nature Conservation) which relates directly to the protection and safeguard of all
designated sites of international, national, regional, county and local level
importance including all Ramsar sites and Special Protection Areas.

Central
Lancashire Core
Strategy

The Central Lancashire Core Strategy (2012) contains a number of policies
relating to infrastructure, housing, recreation, cultural heritage and the
environment. Once the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan has been adopted it will
form part of the Central Lancashire Core Strategy.
The Central Lancashire Core Strategy (2012) contains a policy (Policy 21 Landscape Character Areas) which states that the core strategy will help ensure
that areas/sites with international, national and local designations will not be
adversely affected by new development.

Screening Assessment
This section considers the objectives identified in the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan that are
considered to have an impact on European Sites and identifies whether or not they are likely to
have significant effects on site integrity, either alone or in-combination with other plans and/or
projects, as detailed in Table 3-7.
Taking into account the location of the European sites in relation to Broughton neighbourhood area
and the identified potential hazards associated with the objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan, an
assessment has been made as to whether the Neighbourhood Plan, alone and in-combination with
other plans and/or projects, will have likely significant effects on any European sites. This
assessment is detailed in Table 3-8. Full wording of the policies and proposals can be found within
the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan.
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Table 3-8: Assessment of Broughton Neighbourhood Plan Objectives and Policies on European Sites
Policies and Proposals

Policy Summary

Assessment of likelihood of significant effects

Significant
effects

Natural
Environment

NE1 Local Green
Spaces

This policy designates two areas (Glebe Field between the
Parish Church of St John Baptist and the Vicarage, and Land
between Blundell Brook and Broughton Bypass) as Local
Green Spaces. These areas have a presumption against any
development which reduces their character or openness.

As this policy designates two areas as green spaces, which are
protected from development, it will not result in any adverse
impacts on Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar.

None

NE2 Visual Impact of
New Development

This policy determines that the visual impact of any new
development, particularly those on the edge of the defined
settlement of Broughton, should be minimised by landscape
screening and tree planting.

As this policy is concerned with ensuring that new developments
do not cause any visual pollution, it is considered this policy will
not result in any adverse impacts on Ribble and Alt Estuaries
SPA and Ramsar. Tree and hedgerow planting will also help to
create further habitat connectivity between the neighbourhood
area and the designated sites.

None

NE3 Drainage

This policy states that sustainable drainage schemes will be
used, where possible, to drain land for development; where
water-logging is an obstacle to use public open spaces or
public rights of way; and to provide wildlife areas.

This policy is to ensure that developments will use suitable
drainage systems, which may also provide wildlife areas. It is,
therefore, not considered to result in any adverse impacts on
Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar.

None

PAP 1 Trees

This Parish Action Point (PAP) recognises that tree
preservation and management is essential to retain the
quality of Broughton's natural environment. However, this
policy understands the development pressures within the
local area and therefore, trees protected by Tree
Preservation Orders should be reviewed, with proposals for
other orders put forward, where appropriate.

This PAP helps to ensure the protection of trees and identifies
that any loss of trees should be replaced and all trees should
receive proper management. Therefore, this policy will not result
in any adverse impacts on Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and
Ramsar.

None

PAP 2 Drainage

This PAP states that local drainage issues, such as on public
rights of way and at King George V Playing Fields are
properly addressed so that these community facilities can be
fully enjoyed. It also proposes that the County Council and
Statutory Undertakers are lobbied for action where drainage
problems are the consequence of damage to public drainage
infrastructure.

This PAP is to ensure that local-scale drainage issues are
addressed and therefore it is, therefore, not considered to result
in any adverse impacts on Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and
Ramsar.

None

RES Housing General

This general policy states that housing proposals will be
determined in accordance with policies in the Central
Lancashire Core Strategy and Preston Local Plan as
amended and augmented by the Neighbourhood Plan
Policies (see below).

Given that the Lancashire Core Strategy and Preston Local Plan
will also have gone through the SEA and HRA process, and
cannot have been approved if significant likely effects on
European sites were likely, this policy will also not result in likely
significant effects on the Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and

None

Housing
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Ramsar. The Neighbourhood Plan policies that amend and
augment these higher-level plans are addressed below.
RES1 Broughton
Village - Housing
development sites as
an extension to the
defined settlement
boundary

Business &
Employment

This policy identifies sites where housing development is
considered acceptable as an extension to the Broughton
Village Settlement Boundary and that would be consistent
with the vision and objectives of the neighbourhood plan.
This policy allows for small-scale housing developments at
the following sites (see Appendix A):
1. 522 Garstang Road - field to front of bungalow - 0.3ha
2. Disused former football field to east of Park House and
King George V Playing Fields and to the south and east of
Broughton District Sports and Social Club - 1.45ha
3. Land to east and south of Broughton District Sports and
Social Club - 0.75ha
Other proposed development within the designated Open
Countryside will be heavily restricted in accordance with
policies in the other higher-level plans.

The identified sites are located approximately 9km north-east
from the SPA and Ramsar and therefore, these developments
will not directly impact upon the SPA and Ramsar. Furthermore,
they are all small-scale of the developments (all less than 1.5ha
in size).

RES2 Broughton
Village Housing Mix

This policy stipulates that any new residential development
of over 10 units shall provide a range of housing to meet
local needs as identified in the latest objective assessment of
housing needs.

As this policy is concerned with the specific details of proposed
developments, in terms of their housing mix and design and not
where development will be situated, they will not impact on the
SPA and Ramsar

BE Business &
Employment General

This policy determines where development for business and
employment will be permitted:
- on sites allocated for this purpose in the Local Plan;
or
- on sites where it can be demonstrated there is no
detrimental impact on residential living conditions, highway
safety or local environmental quality as a consequence of
associated vehicular traffic, and there is conformity with other
policies in the development plan including this plan.

As this policy is concerned with business development within the
neighbourhood area itself they will not directly impact upon the
SPA and Ramsar which are located 8.3km south-west of
Broughton neighbourhood area. Furthermore, the development
of small-scale businesses is unlikely to be associated with
significant increases in population in the area.

None

BE1 Village Centre

This policy identifies that any retail, financial,
Café/restaurant, and public house developments within the
Village Centre will be encouraged and permitted at ground

This policy will encourage specific business developments within
the village centre. Due to the village centre located 9.2km northeast of Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar, it is

None
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However, these developments could have an indirect impact
upon the SPA and Ramsar due to increased recreational use
and visitor pressure, however, given the distance between the
neighbourhood area and the site, and the small-scale nature of
development proposed, any impact is not considered to be
significant. Furthermore, Community Facilities Policies support
the protection and enhancement of green spaces and
infrastructure within Broughton, which should counteract these
recreational pressures.

None
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Community
Facilities &
Activity

floor level as long as residential amenity and highway safety
is not impacted upon.

considered that these developments will have no impact upon
the designated site.

BE2 Filling Station
Site North

This policy supports development of a local
food/convenience store, supporting car parking, at the Filling
Station site within the local centre (refer to Appendix A.1).

BE3 Land to Rear of a
Taste of Spice Car
Park

This policy proposes that surplus car parking space (refer to
Appendix A.1) be used for one of the following purposes:
- Small scale housing development
- Retail, financial and professional services, café/restaurant
- Public car parking
Subject to such development not prejudicing residential
amenity or highway safety.

Policies BE2 - BE7 support developments at already existing or
brownfield sites. It is considered that these policies will not have
a direct adverse impact on the SPA and Ramsar. Although these
policies encourage local economic development, it is not likely to
result in significant increases in residential populations within
Broughton neighbourhood area which could potentially result in
indirect impacts, such as increased recreational pressures.
Consequently, these policies will not impact upon the SPA and
Ramsar.
Furthermore, policies within both the Neighbourhood Plan (CF6
and CF7) and Preston Local Plan (EN2) ensure that more green
spaces and community facilities will be encouraged, this will
therefore limit any potential recreational pressures upon the
designated sites.

None

None

BE4 Filling Station
South

This policy supports redevelopment of this area (refer to
Appendix A.1) for the following purposes:
- Retail, financial/professional services or café/restaurant use
(A1-A3); or
- Residential development
Subject to proposed developments being of design
appropriate and not giving rise to residential amenity or
highway problems.

BE5 Northway Local
Centre

Within the Northway Local Centre the following uses will be
encouraged and permitted at ground floor level: A1-A4
Retail, financial and professional services, and
café/restaurant; and provision of local health services (or
other use under Class D1 of the Town and Country Planning
(Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended).

None

BE6 Broughton
Village Shops outside
the designated Village
Centre and Northway
Local Centre

This policy stipulates that planning permission will only be
provided for change of use of existing shop premises where
it can be demonstrated that there is no demand for their
continued operation in retail, financial/professional services,
café/restaurant use or in delivering local health services.

None

CF1 Guild Wheel,
Public Footpaths and
Bridleways

This policy stipulates that any proposed development that
will impact on the Guild Wheel, public footpaths and
bridleways shall not have a detrimental impact on the safety
of users or the landscape setting of these routes and that
proposals which improve these facilities and benefit users
will be supported.
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Policies CF1 and CF2 and Parish Action Points within this
section are concerned with use of existing community facilities
and improving indoor and outdoor facilities thereby improving the
general health and well-being of people. They will not impact on
the SPA and Ramsar, and enhancement of green infrastructure
may reduce recreational and visitor pressure on these sites.
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CF2 Broughton Police
Station

This policy states that Broughton Police Station will be
safeguarded as a local community facility and any other uses
will only be permitted if it can be demonstrated that there is
no demand for such use. Any works associated with the use
for other purposes must safeguard the character and
appearance of this historic landmark building.

PAP 3 King George V
Playing Fields:
Improvements

This PAP supports any improvements developed and
implemented for St Georges playing fields, including:
- Additional parking
- Improved playground facilities for young and older children
- Improved, drained sports pitches
- Multi-use community building including changing facilities
- Surfaced paths, signage and landscape features/focal point
- Trim trail
- Creation of additional access points

PAP 4 Primary School

This PAP will support proposals for development of a
nondenominational Primary School on an appropriate site.

Whilst this PAP is concerned with the new development of a
Primary School, it does not make provision for allocation of land.
However, due to the small-scale nature of Primary Schools and
the distance of Broughton neighbourhood boundary from the
SPA and Ramsar, it is considered that this PAP will not have an
impact on these designated sites.

None

PAP 5 Dual Use

This policy determines that the Parish Council will work with
local organisations, in particular Broughton Sports and Social
Club and Broughton High School, to secure the extended
dual use and improvement of indoor and outdoor facilities.

PAP 3 and PAP 4 are concerned with use of existing community
facilities and improving indoor and outdoor facilities. Therefore,
these policies will not adversely impact on the SPA and Ramsar.

None

PAP 6 Community
Hall

This policy supports a centrally located Community Hall
facility for Broughton Village which will be secured through
dual use of an existing facility or, if necessary, through
construction of a new multi-use building.

PAP 7 Green Space
South of Eastway

This policy supports any action which will allow public access
to this green space for informal leisure and recreation.

None

None

This PAP encourages a green space to be opened to the public
and therefore, will not impact on the SPA and Ramsar.

None

Indirect benefits may arise by creating a new green space as it
will help to reduce recreational and visitor pressures on the SPA
and Ramsar.
Built

HE Built Environment
and Heritage -
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This policy states that heritage assets identified on the
Heritage Register will be protected in accordance with

This policy ensures the historical environment within Broughton
will be respected and conserved and will not therefore impact on

None
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Environment
& Heritage

Access and
Infrastructure

General

Preston Local Plan policies and national planning guidance
and identifies views of significance in terms of the historic
setting of the village and these assets that should be
protected from development that might give rise to a
significant detrimental impact.

the SPA and Ramsar.

PAP 8 Village
Gateways

This policy proposes to create Gateway Features to create a
strong sense of arrival when entering Broughton Village on
the remodelled A6.

As this policy is concerned with gateway features only, which will
be small-scale, it will not cause any impact on the SPA and
Ramsar.

PAP 9 Heritage
Assets

This policy aims to work with Preston City Council and
Historic England to secure local listing of buildings,
structures and sites around the village, listing of heritage
assets warranting this designation and potential designation
of assets of community value. The Parish Council will also
work with the community to manage and update a local
register of heritage assets; ensure heritage assets are
brought into or kept in a good state of repair; undertake
detailed mapping of all trees within the area; undertake a
detailed architectural study of buildings and vernacular
features within the area; undertake a detailed mapping and
review of Public Rights of Way; and consider the introduction
of new routes and connecting routes.

This policy ensures the historical environment within Broughton
will be respected and conserved, and aims to increase
protection, for example through listing of additional assets, and it
will not therefore impact on the SPA and Ramsar.

AI1 Garstang Road
(Former A6)

This policy seeks to restrict development that will result in
unnecessary additional vehicular traffic on Garstang Road.

This policy will not have any impacts on the SPA and Ramsar
and by enhancing green infrastructure may reduce pressures.

None

AI2 Heavy Goods
Traffic

This policy will not support any proposals that are likely to
result in heavy traffic passing through Broughton Village that
will be detrimental to highway safety particularly cyclists and
pedestrians and residential amenities will be restricted.

This policy will not support any proposals that will lead to heavy
traffic passing through Broughton Village and therefore, this
policy will not have any impacts on the SPA and Ramsar.

None

AI3 Guild Wheel

This policy will support proposals that will further enhance
the popularity of Guild Wheel and to establish Broughton
Village as a refreshment stop on this heavily used
cyclist/pedestrian route. But, this policy will not support any
proposals that would be detrimental to the safety, amenity
and enjoyment of users.

As this policy is concerned with the use of Guild Wheel, it will not
impact on the SPA and Ramsar.

None

AI4 Additional Public
Off-Street Car Parking

This policy supports public car parking enhancements within
Broughton by extension of the car park by King George V
Playing Fields

Policy AI4, PAP 8 and PAP 9 are concerned with parking and car
parks within Broughton, they will not have an impact on the SPA
and Ramsar

None

PAP 10 Public and
Shared Use of Private

This PAP details that the Parish Council will ensure
underused parking is vitalised by ensuring its use is
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Parking Facilities

maximised.

PAP 11 On-Street Car
Parking

This PAP highlights that the Parish Council will pursue the
introduction of appropriate Parking Regulations on the local
network, particularly Garstang Road and Woodplumpton
Lane.

PAP 12 Park and
Ride

This PAP highlights that the Parish Council have proposals
to deliver a Park and Ride site.

This PAP is concerned with the provision of a Park and Ride to
reduce traffic within Broughton and therefore will not impact upon
the SPA and Ramsar.

None

PAP 13 Signage and
Street Furniture

This PAP stipulates that Broughton Village Centre will be
signed from Broughton Bypass at its junction with the B5269.
Additionally, a full review of signage and street furniture will
be undertaken and implemented, including:
- Signage for the village centre to advise traffic of facilities
and establishments within the village
- Cyclists/Pedestrian finger posting of local facilities
- Benches, bins etc.

As this PAP is concerned with signage and street furniture, it will
not impact on the SPA and Ramsar.

None

PAP 14 Public
Transport

This PAP determines that the Parish Council aims to identify
difficulties and deficiencies in such provision particularly for
the elderly and disabled and raise these with service
provides, the Highway Authority and Preston City Council.

PAP 12 and PAP 13 are concerned with public transport and
traffic management and therefore will not impact on the SPA and
Ramsar.

None

PAP 15 Traffic
Management

The Parish Council highlight in this PAP that they will monitor
traffic speeds and conditions for the safe movement of all
highway users particularly through the non-signal controlled
Broughton crossroads. Where necessary, the highway
authority and police will be contacted.

PAP 16 Public Rights
of Way

This policy states that the condition of paths and stiles and
the adequacy of associated signage will be reviewed, and
subject to resources and landowner agreement, any
deficiencies addressed.
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None

This policy is concerned with the condition of footpaths and
stiles, and therefore, will not impact on the SPA and Ramsar.

None
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3.7

Habitat Regulations Assessment Statement and Conclusions
This HRA Screening Assessment has examined the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan policies and
PAPs for any impacts on the European sites within the neighbourhood area or within 10km of the
neighbourhood area. The assessment also took into account in-combination effects with other
relevant plans and strategies.
There are no European sites within Broughton neighbourhood area, and this Screening Assessment
has not identified any adverse impacts on European sites within 10km of the neighbourhood
boundary.
The plan comprises a number of policies within six specific areas; natural environment, housing,
business and employment, community facilities and activity, built environment and heritage, and
access and infrastructure. Given the scale and nature of the policies within the plan, many of which
are consistent with the conservations objectives of the SPA and Ramsar Site, no significant adverse
impacts have been identified.
Furthermore, given that Broughton neighbourhood area is 8.3km from the Ribble and Alt Estuaries
SPA and Ramsar Site and a number of policies are proposed to provide alternative green
spaces/amenity resources within the neighbourhood area, no adverse impacts have been identified
as a result of plan implementation.
In conclusion, the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan will not have an adverse impact on the
integrity of any European sites.
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4

Strategic Environmental Assessment Screening

4.1

SEA Screening Methodology
To complete the SEA screening exercise for the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan the following
stages were applied:
1. The generic requirements of the SEA Directive were applied in accordance with the
Assessment criteria specified in A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental
Assessment Directive (ODPM, 2005) (see Figure 4-1), to determine whether a full SEA
would be required.
2. The requirements of Article 3(5) of the SEA Directive were applied specifically in relation to
the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan area to determine if the plan could have a significant
effect on the environment.
Article 3(5) of the SEA Directive describes and sets out the scope of application of the Directive. It
makes SEA mandatory for plans or programmes that are likely to have significant effects on sites
designated under the European Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of
wild fauna and flora (the Habitats Directive). This includes Special Areas of Conservation (SAC)
and Special Protection Areas (SPA).
Paragraph 5 of Article 3 of the Directive requires that the full criteria identified in Annex II are taken
into account when considering the environmental effects of the Neighbourhood Plan and their
significance. These criteria are set out below:
The characteristics of plans or programmes, having regard, in particular, to:


The degree to which the plan or programme sets a framework for projects and other
activities, either with regard to the location, nature, size and operating conditions or by
allocating resources.



The degree to which the plan or programme influences other plans or programmes,
including those in hierarchy.



The relevance of the plan or programme for the integration of environmental considerations,
in particular with a view to promoting sustainable development.



Environmental problems relevant to the plan or programme.



The relevance of the plan or programme for the implementation of Community legislation
on the environment (e.g. plans and programmes linked to waste management or water
protection).
The characteristics of the effects and of the area likely to be affected, having regard, in particular
to:


The probability, duration, frequency and reversibility of the effects.



The cumulative nature of the effects.



The transboundary nature of the effects.



The risks to human health or the environment (e.g. due to accidents).



The magnitude and spatial extent of the effects (geographical area and size of the
population likely to be affected).



The value and vulnerability of the area likely to be affected due to:
o Special natural characteristics or cultural heritage,
o Exceeded environmental quality standards or limit values,
o Intensive Land-use,
o The effects on areas or landscapes which have a recognised National, Community
or International protection status
These criteria and characteristics are developed further in the following section and are presented
with reason and comment in the context of the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan.
This assessment was undertaken of the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2026.
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4.2

Broughton Neighbourhood Plan Screening Assessment
The following section details the application of the SEA Directive to plans and programmes, and
illustrates the screening process based on the flowchart presented in A Practical Guide to the
Strategic Environmental Assessment Directives which is reproduced in Figure 4-1 (ODPM, 2005).
Table 4-1 provides responses to these questions as shown in Figure 4-1 and therefore also details
the conclusion of the screening process.
Following this, further assessment of the criteria in Article 3(5) of the Directive is undertaken to
demonstrate if the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan will have a significant effect on the environment.
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This diagram is intended as a guide to the criteria for application of the Directive to plans and
programmes (PPs). It has no legal status.
1. Is the PP subject to preparation and/or adoption by a
national, regional or local authority OR prepared by an
authority for adoption through a legislative procedure
by Parliament or Government? (Art. 2(a))

No to both criteria

Yes to either criterion

2. Is the PP required by legislative, regulatory or
administrative provisions? (Art. 2(a))

No

Yes

3. Is the PP prepared for agriculture, forestry, fisheries,
energy, industry, transport, waste management, water
management, telecommunications, tourism, town and
country planning or land use, AND does it set a
framework for development consent projects in
Annexes I and II to the EIA directive? (Art 3.2(a))

No to
either
criterion

4. Will the PP, in view of its
likely effect on sites, require an
assessment under Article 6 or
7 of the Habitats Directive?
(Art. 3.2(b))
No

Yes
Yes to both criteria
5. Does the PP determine the use of small areas at
local level or is it a minor modification of a PP subject
to Art. 3.2? (Art. 3.3)

Yes to
either
criterion

6. Does the PP set the
framework for future
development consent of No
projects (not just projects in
Annexes to the EIA Directive)?
(Art. 3.4)

No to both criteria
Yes
7. Is the PP's sole purpose to serve national defence or
Yes
civil emergency, OR is it a financial or budget PP, OR
is it co-financed by structural funds or EAGGF
programmes 2000 to 2006/7? (Art. 3.8, 3.9)
No to all criteria
DIRECTIVE REQUIRES SEA

8. Is it likely to have a
significant effect on the
environment? (Art 3.5)*

No

Yes to any criterion
DIRECTIVE DOES NOT REQUIRES
SEA

The Directive requires Member States to determine whether plans or programmes in this category
are likely to have significant environmental effects. These determinations may be made on a case
by case basis and/or by specifying types of plan or programme.
Figure 4-1: Application of the SEA Directive to Plans and Programmes (From: A Practical Guide
to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive; ODPM, 2005)
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Table 4-1: SEA Screening Process - Generic requirements of the SEA Directive
Stage and Question

Answer

Explanation

1. Is the Plan or Programme (PP)
subject to preparation and/or adoption
by a national, regional or local
authority
OR
prepared by an authority for adoption
through a legislative procedure by
Parliament or Government? (Art. 2(a))

Yes
(proceed
to Q2)

The Localism Act 2011 allows for the preparation of
Neighbourhood Plans. Once it has successfully
gone through all the relevant statutory preparation
stages a Local Planning Authority has an obligation
to adopt or 'make' a Neighbourhood Plan and it then
becomes part of the statutory development plan for
the relevant Local Authority area. Consequently,
Neighbourhood Planning is directed by/ through a
legislative procedure.

2. Is the PP required by legislative,
regulatory or administrative
provisions? (Art. 2(a))

No (Yes
when
'made'
so
proceed
to Q3)

The preparation of Neighbourhood Plans is not
mandatory; a Town/ Parish Council or
Neighbourhood Forum can choose whether or not to
undertake preparation of such a plan. However, if
the relevant body decides to prepare a
Neighbourhood Plan, that Town/ Parish Council or
Neighbourhood Forum is required to follow the set
regulatory and administrative procedures.
It will also form part of the Development Plan when
adopted or 'made' by the Local Planning Authority
and it is important to determine whether significant
environmental effects are likely and whether further
assessment is required.

3. Is the PP prepared for agriculture,
forestry, fisheries, energy, industry,
transport, waste management, water
management, telecommunications,
tourism, town and country planning or
land use
AND
does it set a framework for future
development consent of projects in
Annexes I and II to the Environmental
Impact Assessment EIA Directive?
(Art. 3.2(a))

Yes to
both
criteria
(proceed
to Q5)

The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan sets out a
vision for the neighbourhood area and a blueprint for
development. Once adopted by the Local Planning
Authority it will form part of the Local Plan and will
provide a framework for future development consent
and a material consideration in planning decisions. It
is therefore prepared for town and country planning
and land use, and it does set a framework for future
development consent.

4. Will the PP, in view of its likely effect
on sites, require an assessment under
Article 6 or 7 of the Habitats Directive?
(Art. 3.2(b))

N/A

Not applicable as both criterion to Q3 answered
"Yes". However, potential significant impacts on the
European sites are addressed further below (see
question 8 and Chapter 4).

5. Does the PP determine the use of
small areas at local level
OR
Is it a minor modification of a PP
subject to Art. 3.2? (Art. 3.3)

Yes
(proceed
to Q8)

As discussed above, the Broughton Neighbourhood
Plan aims to establish a clear set of policies and
guidelines to support the organic development of
Broughton. Its scope covers:
- Protection of the natural environment
- Housing provision for local people to 2026 and
preserving the character and heritage of the village
- Community services and infrastructure
maintenance and improvement
- Enhancing and supporting the local economy
However, this is only in relation to the
neighbourhood area of Broughton, with the majority
of policies related to specific, small areas of the
village itself; it can therefore be considered as
determining the use of small areas at a local level
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Stage and Question

Answer

Explanation
only. However, it is not a minor modification of a
plan/project.

6. Does the PP set the framework for
future development consent of
projects (not just projects in Annexes
to the EIA Directive)? (Art 3.4)

N/A

Not applicable as both criterion to Q5 answered
"No". However, the Neighbourhood Plan does
allocate sites for future housing development within
the neighbourhood area of Broughton. This is not
considered to have a significant environmental
impact due to the small-scale developments
proposed, however, the developments will together
represent an increase in housing from 768 to 1,565
by 2026 (this includes the Preston Local Plan). But,
the inclusion of policies to protect green spaces,
village character and the environment will ensure
there is no significant environmental impact upon
Broughton neighbourhood area.

7. Is the PP's sole purpose to serve
national defence or civil emergency,
OR
Is it a financial or budget PP
OR
Is it co-financed by structural funds or
EAGGF programmes 2000 to 2006/7?
(Art. 3.8, 3.9)

N/A

The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan is not prepared
for any of the purposes opposite.

8. Is it likely to have a significant effect
on the environment? (Art 3.5)

No (see
Table
4-2)

The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan is unlikely to
have any significant effect on the environment. See
Table 4-2 below and Chapter 3 which provide further
justification of this conclusion.

Following assessment against the generic requirements of the SEA Directive, the specific
requirements of Article 3(5) have been considered, as detailed in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2: SEA Screening Process - Specific Requirements of Article 3(5)
SEA Directive
(Annex II)

Explanation

Will the Broughton
Neighbourhood Plan
have a significant
environmental
impact?

Characteristics of the Neighbourhood Plan
Degree to which
the plan or
programme sets a
framework for
projects and other
activities, either
with regard to the
location, nature,
size, and
operating
conditions or by
allocating
resources

The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan sets out a vision for the neighbourhood area and a blueprint for development
consistent with the needs and expressed opinions of residents, including:
- Protection of the natural environment
- Housing provision for local people to 2026 and preserving the character and heritage of the village
- Enhancing and supporting the local economy
- Community facilities and infrastructure maintenance and improvement
The construction of the new bypass will make Broughton a very attractive residential location and therefore, this
Neighbourhood Plan ensures any proposed housing developments are in-keeping with the character and setting of the
village.

Degree to which
the plan or
programme
influences other
plans or
programmes
including those in
a hierarchy

The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan covers a small, defined neighbourhood area within the context of the Preston Local
Plan area. The Neighbourhood Plan will be in general conformity with the strategic policies of the Preston Local Plan, the
Central Lancashire Core Strategy and National Planning Policy Framework. Once adopted the Neighbourhood Plan will
form part of the statutory Development Plan.

No

In order to achieve this, a number of policies have been developed within six specific areas: natural environment,
housing, business and employment, community facilities and activity, built environment and heritage, and access and
infrastructure. Within the neighbourhood plan a number of proposed development areas have been noted, in addition to
these areas, a number of sites have been proposed for housing developments as shown in Appendix A. However, all the
policies within the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan are concerned with relatively small-scale development (i.e. many
policies limit the number of dwellings to 20-25 or are of sites less than 1.5ha in size) and policies are worded in order to
enshrine protection of green space, biodiversity, landscape, community assets and heritage throughout planning policy.
Once adopted, the Neighbourhood Plan will form part of the Preston Local Plan and planning applications within the plan
area must be determined in accordance with the Neighbourhood Plan Policies.
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SEA Directive
(Annex II)

Explanation

Relevance of the
plan or
programme for the
integration of
environmental
considerations, in
particular with a
view to promoting
sustainable
development.

Throughout the plan, integration of environmental considerations is important, with many objectives and the policies and
Parish Action Points (PAP) sitting beneath them, concerned with environmental protection and enhancement, thereby
promoting sustainable development, for example:
- protecting local green spaces from development (e.g. policy NE1)
- protecting and maintaining trees and ensuring they are replaced if removed (e.g. PAP 1)
- new developments should encourage walking and cycling (e.g. policy CF1)
- ensuring built areas/ new developments are designed in a way that is sensitive to and in keeping with the character and
appearance of Broughton (e.g. policy RES2)
- supporting improvements to community assets (e.g. policy CF1; PAP 3, PAP 4, PAP 6)
- ensuring that the historical environment is enjoyed, sustained and conserved (e.g. policy HE, PAP 9)

Environmental
problems relevant
to the plan or
programme

Within and around Broughton neighbourhood area there are a number of sensitive environmental receptors, including:
- Beeston Brook Pasture SSSI - this site supports a species-rich mesotrophic grassland with areas of wetter flushed
ground and scattered scrub (Natural England, 1999). Given that this site is located 7.1km south-east from the
neighbourhood area and 8.1km from the nearest development site (land to the north of Durton Lane), there will be no
direct impacts upon it. However, indirect impacts (e.g. recreational pressures) could arise from increased residential
developments promoted by the Neighbourhood Plan. The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan does however contain a
number of policies to create new green spaces and recreational assets within the neighbourhood area (e.g. policy NE1
which protects local green spaces from development and PAP 7 supporting the opening of a green space to public, and
CF1 which will support developments that will benefit/improve public footpaths) creating alternative assets to reduce
pressures on existing sites.
- Darwen River Section SSSI - this site is designated for its geological interest which supports Middle Namurian rocks of
Carboniferous age (Natural England, 1984a). Given that this site is 7km south-east from the neighbourhood area and
8km from the nearest proposed development site (land to the north of Durton Lane), there will be no direct impacts upon
it. Furthermore, it is currently assessed as being in favourable condition (Natural England, 2017) and given the nature of
the site it is not anticipated that any of the policies within the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan will have an adverse impact
upon it.
- Rough Hey Wood SSSI - this woodland supports a large Heron colony (approx. 137 nests), which nest predominantly
within the conifers, and a mixed plantation wood dating back over 100 years (Natural England, 1984b). Given that this
site is 7.6km north of the neighbourhood area, it is considered that there will be no direct impacts upon it. However,
indirect impacts (e.g. recreational pressures) could arise from increased residential developments promoted by the
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SEA Directive
(Annex II)

Explanation

Will the Broughton
Neighbourhood Plan
have a significant
environmental
impact?

Neighbourhood Plan. The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan does however contain a number of policies to create new
green spaces and recreational assets within the neighbourhood area (e.g. policy NE1 which protects local green spaces
from development and PAP 7 supporting the opening of a green space to public, and CF1 which will support
developments that will benefit public footpaths), creating alternative assets to reduce pressures on existing sites.
- Newton Marsh SSSI - this site is located near to Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar and is 8km south-west from
the neighbourhood area. It is designated for its improved pasture reclaimed from former saltmarsh, retaining pools and
ditches, this habitat supports over 100 bird species (Natural England, 1986a). The proposed areas for development
highlighted within the Neighbourhood Plan (see Appendix A) are located approximately 8.5km from this SSSI and
therefore there will be no direct impacts upon it. However, indirect impacts (e.g. recreational pressures) could arise from
increased residential developments promoted by the Neighbourhood Plan. The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan does
however contain a number of policies to create new green spaces and recreational assets within the neighbourhood area
(e.g. policy NE1 which protects local green spaces from development and PAP 7 supporting the opening of a green
space to public, and CF1 which will support developments that will benefit/improve public footpaths), creating alternative
assets to reduce pressures on existing sites.
- Ribble Estuary SSSI - this site completely overlaps the Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar and is designated
for similar habitats and species, with additional features including the invertebrate assemblage and unimproved grazing
marsh (Natural England, 1984c). The same conclusions reached in relation to the overlapping SPA and Ramsar, as
detailed in the HRA in Chapter 3, can also be applied to this SSSI and consequently no adverse impact is anticipated as
a result of the Neighbourhood Plan.
- Red Scar and Tun Brook Woods SSSI - this site is designated for its Ash-Wych Elm wood and valley alderwoods on
neutral-alkaline soils supporting a rich ground flora (Natural England, 1986b). This site is located 3.7km from the
neighbourhood area and 6.5km from the nearest proposed development site (Broughton filling station south), there will
be no direct impacts upon it. However, indirect impacts (e.g. recreational pressures) could arise from increased
residential developments promoted by the Neighbourhood Plan. The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan does however
contain a number of policies to create new green spaces and recreational assets within the neighbourhood area (e.g.
policy NE1 which protects local green spaces from development and PAP 7 supporting the opening of a green space to
public, and CF1 which will support developments that will benefit/improve public footpaths), creating alternative assets to
reduce pressures on existing sites.
- Preston Junction LNR - this site supports grassland and provides a good wildlife corridor along a former railway
(Natural England, 2013). Given that this site is located 5.3km south of the neighbourhood area and6.8km from the
nearest proposed development site (land to the rear of 'A Taste of Spice'), there will be no direct impacts upon it.
However, indirect impacts (e.g. recreational pressures) could arise from increased residential developments promoted by
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SEA Directive
(Annex II)

Explanation

Will the Broughton
Neighbourhood Plan
have a significant
environmental
impact?

the Neighbourhood Plan. The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan does however contain a number of policies to create new
green spaces and recreational assets within the neighbourhood area (e.g. policy NE1 which protects local green spaces
from development and PAP 7 supporting the opening of a green space to public, and CF1 which will support
developments that will benefit public footpaths), creating alternative assets to reduce pressures on existing sites.
Furthermore, this site is managed by Lancashire Wildlife Trust for conservation of the semi-natural habitats, and for the
provision of informal public access and recreation. As such, public access to the site is actively and carefully managed
and no significant adverse impact from proposed developments within Broughton neighbourhood area is anticipated.
- Pope Lane and Boilton Wood LNR - this site supports wildflower meadows, marshy grassland and supports a
breeding population of Great Crested Newts (Natural England, 2004a). Given that this site is located 3.5km south-east of
the neighbourhood area and6.4km from the proposed development land at Broughton filling station south, there will be
no direct impacts upon it. However, indirect impacts (e.g. recreational pressures) could arise from increased residential
developments promoted by the Neighbourhood Plan. The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan does however contain a
number of policies to create new green spaces and recreational assets within the neighbourhood area (e.g. policy NE1
which protects local green spaces from development and PAP 7 supporting the opening of a green space to public, and
CF1 which will support developments that will benefit public footpaths), creating alternative assets to reduce pressures
on existing sites. Furthermore, this site is managed by Preston City Council for conservation of the semi-natural habitats,
and for the provision of informal public access and recreation. As such, public access to the site is actively and carefully
managed and no significant adverse impact from proposed developments within Broughton neighbourhood area is
anticipated.
- Grange Valley LNR - this site supports a mixture of woodland and grassland habitats (Natural England, 2004b). Given
that this site is located 2.5km south-east of the neighbourhood area and 5.4km from the nearest proposed development
(Broughton filling station south), there will be no direct impacts upon it. However, indirect impacts (e.g. recreational
pressures) could arise from increased residential developments promoted by the Neighbourhood Plan. The Broughton
Neighbourhood Plan does however contain a number of policies to create new green spaces and recreational assets
within the neighbourhood area (e.g. policy NE1 which protects local green spaces from development and PAP 7
supporting the opening of a green space to public, and CF1 which will support developments that will benefit public
footpaths), creating alternative assets to reduce pressures on existing sites. Furthermore, this site is managed by
Lancashire Wildlife Trust for conservation of the semi-natural habitats, and for the provision of informal public access and
recreation. As such, public access to the site is actively and carefully managed and no significant adverse impact from
proposed developments within Broughton neighbourhood area is anticipated.
- Longton Brickcroft LNR - this site is a former brickworks area and supports a wide range of wildlife, including different
populations of birds throughout the seasons (Natural England, 1998). This site is located 9.3km south-west from the
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SEA Directive
(Annex II)

Explanation

Will the Broughton
Neighbourhood Plan
have a significant
environmental
impact?

neighbourhood area it is considered there will be no direct impacts upon this site. However, indirect impacts (e.g.
recreational pressures) could arise from increased residential developments promoted by the Neighbourhood Plan. The
Broughton Neighbourhood Plan does however contain a number of policies to create new green spaces and recreational
assets within the neighbourhood area (e.g. policy NE1 which protects local green spaces from development and PAP 7
supporting the opening of a green space to public, and CF1 which will support developments that will benefit public
footpaths), creating alternative assets to reduce pressures on existing sites. Furthermore, this site is managed by South
Ribble Borough Council for conservation of the semi-natural habitats, and for the provision of informal public access and
recreation. As such, public access to the site is actively and carefully managed and no significant adverse impact from
proposed developments within Broughton neighbourhood area is anticipated.
- Ribble Estuary NNR - this site completely overlaps the Ribble and Alt Marshes SPA and Ramsar and is designated for
similar habitats and species. The same conclusions reached in relation to the overlapping SPA and Ramsar, as detailed
in the HRA in Chapter 3, can also be applied to this NRR and consequently no adverse impact is anticipated as a result
of the Neighbourhood Plan.
- Forest of Bowland Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) - Broughton neighbourhood area is located 5.6km
south-west of this AONB and therefore, there will be no impacts upon this site. Further to this, the Neighbourhood Plan
adheres to policies within the Preston Local Plan, where Policy EN10 states to protect designated sites of nature
conservation importance, therefore Broughton Neighbourhood Plan will support this policy through the specific Natural
Environment section of the plan.
- Rural landscape character - whilst development promoted by the Neighbourhood Plan could adversely impact on rural
landscape character, a number of policies are contained within the plan that help to protect the landscape of the
neighbourhood area, including those relating to Local Green Spaces (NE1 and PAP 7), trees (PAP 1), design of new
developments (RES1, RES2), and heritage assets (HE, PAP 8, PAP 9). These relate to and are supported by local
Development Plan policies, including Policy 21 (Landscape Character Areas) in the Core Strategy; and Policies EN1
(Development in the Open Countryside), EN2 (Green Infrastructure) and EN4 (Area of Separation) in the Preston Local
Plan.
- Broughton Listed Buildings - the Neighbourhood Plan identifies 15 listed assets, including 13 listed buildings and 2
listed war memorials, but there are policies contained within the plan to protect these heritage assets within the Historical
Environment section of the Plan. The Parish Council has also applied for a local listing of non-designated assets, which
will be protected by Neighbourhood Plan policies. Therefore, these features will not be impacted upon by any proposed
developments.
A landscape/visual and constraints assessment of potential small-scale housing sites has been prepared by JBA
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SEA Directive
(Annex II)

Explanation

Will the Broughton
Neighbourhood Plan
have a significant
environmental
impact?

Consulting (Appendix A and Figure A 3), separate to this SEA. The selection of sites has been informed by the Parish
Council and comments from the Neighbourhood Plan Examiner. The intention is to allow small-scale development in a
sustainable manner, maintaining the rural setting and character of the village; safeguarding views from key public routes;
and protecting the historic identity and key heritage assets in Broughton. In all cases, the intention of the scoring-based
assessment is to encourage development within sites of lowest environmental sensitivity, in accordance with the
Neighbourhood Plan and Local Planning Policies outlined above. No significant environmental effects are expected
through development on the sites proposed.
At this stage, it is considered that the Neighbourhood Plan will not introduce any environmental problems, rather it will
seek to encourage sensitive development in relation to the environment through integration of environmental protection
measures within a number of the policies of the plan. Consequently, it is not considered that the plan will have significant
environmental effects.
Relevance of the
plan or
programme for the
implementation of
Community
legislation on the
environment (e.g.
plans and
programmes
linked to waste
management or
water protection)

The Neighbourhood Plan does not have policies specifically related to waste management. Neither does the plan have
policies relating to water protection, but Policy NE3 does state that sustainable drainage schemes must be used for
developments. Strategies relating to waste disposal or water protection will mostly be dealt with by the Preston Local
Plan and have been integral to development of this Neighbourhood Plan.

No

Characteristics of the effects and of the area likely to be affected
Probability,
duration,
frequency and
reversibility of the
effects

Changes that may occur as a result of implementation of the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan will likely operate over the
long-term, but the impacts are expected to be positive by maximising the positive environmental effects and minimising
or avoiding negative impacts.

No

The Neighbourhood Plan addresses specific local development management issues, complementing the higher level
strategic policy framework already established through the emerging Preston Local Plan, the Central Lancashire Core
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SEA Directive
(Annex II)

Explanation

Will the Broughton
Neighbourhood Plan
have a significant
environmental
impact?

Strategy, and National Planning Policy Framework.
Cumulative nature
of the effects

The development of new residential sites within the Broughton neighbourhood area along with residential developments
elsewhere in the wider area have the potential to cumulatively adversely impact on the Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and
Ramsar, along with a number of SSSIs and LNRs, through increased visitor pressures. This has been assessed further
as part of a Habitats Regulations Screening Assessment (see Chapter 3) and also discussed above. The Habitats
Regulations Screening Assessment and text above concludes that, given the wording of the policies and the measures
promoted within them, the distance to the SPA/Ramsar/SSSIs/LNRs, the nature of the development to be permitted, and
the management already in place in several of the sites, no adverse impacts on these designated sites would arise,
either alone or in-combination with other plans or projects.

Transboundary
nature of the
effects

In relation to the potential transboundary impacts from the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan, it is important to consider
other plans and policies in adjacent local authorities and neighbourhoods, in particular the local plans and development
frameworks (or emerging plans) from Preston Local Plan and Central Lancashire Core Strategy. These have been
reviewed and all contain policies within them to help protect sensitive environmental receptors. Neighbourhoods
surrounding Broughton (e.g. Woodplumpton) are currently undergoing the procedure to develop a neighbourhood plan
and therefore, these should take into consideration the policies within Broughton Neighbourhood Plan.

No

In relation to Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar, one of the most notable ecological receptors within the wider
area, adverse transboundary effects are not anticipated. As part of the planning policy development process each
authority has developed avoidance strategies and guidance notes to help ensure that threats to this site are not
increased as a result of development promoted within the plan. Furthermore, the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan
contains a number of policies to designate and protect Local Green Spaces within the neighbourhood area (e.g. NE1
which states two Local Green Spaces that will be protected), which will create alternative areas to reduce pressures on
existing sites thereby minimising any indirect adverse impacts of the proposed residential developments and increased
recreational pressures.
No significant transboundary effects of the policies contained within the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan are anticipated
given that they focus on small-scale areas within the neighbourhood area itself. But, the policy does specify that any
development must be set within a strong green infrastructure, therefore, no transboundary effects of this policy is
anticipated.
Furthermore, Neighbourhood Plans are required to relate to discrete administrative areas. By definition "transboundary"
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SEA Directive
(Annex II)

Explanation

Will the Broughton
Neighbourhood Plan
have a significant
environmental
impact?

issues are "strategic" matters; therefore, beyond the scope of a Neighbourhood Plan.
Risks to human
health or the
environment (e.g.
due to accidents).

No significant risks to human health are anticipated through the implementation of the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan.

No

Magnitude and
spatial extent of
the effects
(geographical area
and size of the
population likely
to be affected)

The Neighbourhood Plan relates to the Parish of Broughton only, with a population of approximately 1,722, and sets out
planning policies which can be used to influence future planning applications within the Parish. The majority of the
policies within the plan relate to the village of Broughton itself and are often focussed on existing buildings and formerly
developed areas. However, the creation of the new bypass, makes Broughton a more desirable place to live, work and
visit, and therefore, the Plan has policies relating to areas of potential development and several areas on the village
settlement boundary (Figure A 3). These developments are predicted to increase housing from 768 to 1,565 dwellings,
however, policies within both Broughton Neighbourhood Plan and Preston Local Plan will ensure these developments will
not have any significant environmental impacts.

No

Consequently, the magnitude and spatial extent of the Neighbourhood Plan is limited and will not have significant
environmental effects.
Value and
vulnerability of the
area likely to be
affected due to:
- Special natural
characteristics or
cultural heritage
- Exceeded
environmental
quality standards
or limit values
- Intensive Landuse

As discussed above Broughton neighbourhood area is located in proximity to a number of sensitive environmental
receptors, including:
- Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar (see Chapter 3)
- Beeston Brook Pasture SSSI
- Darwen River Section SSSI
- Rough Hey Wood SSSI
- Newton Marsh SSSI
- Ribble Estuary SSSI
- Red Scar and Tun Brook Woods SSSI
- Preston Junction LNR
- Pope Lane and Boilton Wood LNR
- Grange Valley LNR
- Longton Brickcroft LNR
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SEA Directive
(Annex II)

Explanation

Will the Broughton
Neighbourhood Plan
have a significant
environmental
impact?

- Ribble Marshes NNR
- Forest of Bowland AONB
- Rural Landscape Character
- Broughton listed buildings
The policies of the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan include the protection of green space, landscape, community assets,
and heritage throughout planning policy. There is the potential for impacts on the environmental quality and heritage of
the area, however, due to the location and the distance of the neighbourhood area to these sites, it is considered that
these potential impacts will not be significant.
Effects on areas
or landscapes
which have a
recognised
National,
Community or
International
protection status

It is not anticipated that the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan will adversely impact on the Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA
and Ramsar (see Chapter 3), the surrounding SSSIs/LNRs/NNR, the Forest of Bowland AONB and/or other areas/
landscapes of community importance, as detailed above. Furthermore, the policies include the protection of green space,
landscape, community assets and heritage and it is likely that the Neighbourhood Plan will be positive by maximising the
positive environmental effects of development and minimising or avoiding negative impacts.
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4.3

SEA Screening Assessment Conclusion
Preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan for Broughton is being undertaken in accordance with the
Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012. The plan covers the period 2016 - 2026 and sets out a
vision for the neighbourhood area and a blueprint for development consistent with the objectively
assessed needs and expressed opinions of residents. Within the plan there are four themes covered
with specific objectives, beneath which sit a number of policies relating to the environment, housing,
infrastructure and the local community.
This SEA Screening Report, which also contains a Habitats Regulations Screening Assessment
(see Chapter 3), identified whether or not the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan requires a SEA by
assessing the potential high-level environmental impacts that may arise from implementation of the
plan.
In conclusion, it is considered that the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan does not require a
SEA. This is primarily because the nature, scale and location of the policies within the plan are not
likely to adversely impact on any of the sensitive environmental receptors within or around
Broughton neighbourhood area.
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5

Conclusion

5.1

Conclusion
The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2026 has been prepared to provide a vision for the
development of the neighbourhood area, consistent with the objectively assessed needs and
expressed opinion of residents. This report has screened the objectives and policies contained
within the Neighbourhood Plan, which cover the four themes of environment, housing, infrastructure
and the local community, in relation to the requirements of the SEA Regulations and the Habitats
Regulations. This screening assessment was required to determine if the Neighbourhood Plan,
alone and in-combination with other plans and policies, would give rise to any significant
environmental effects. It is also determined specifically in relation to the Habitats Regulations
whether any significant effects on European Sites within the neighbourhood area, or within 10km of
the neighbourhood area boundary, would arise from its implementation.
In conclusion, it is considered that the Broughton Neighbourhood Plan does not require a
SEA or give rise to likely significant effects on European Sites due to the nature, scale and
location of the policies within the plan. It has been concluded that adverse impacts are not likely on
any of the sensitive environmental receptors within or around Broughton neighbourhood area,
including the Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar.

5.2

Consultation
Broughton Parish Council is required to consult with three statutory environmental consultees:
Historic England, the Environment Agency and Natural England at the screening stage. This report
will be issued to the consultation bodies for their review and comment along with the Neighbourhood
Plan.
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A

Appendices
Broughton Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Areas for
Development

A.1

Potential Areas for Development
The Broughton Neighbourhood Plan follows the policies defined within both the Preston Local Plan
and the Central Lancashire Core Strategy. The Core Strategy established a hierarchical approach
which identified focus areas for developments within Preston. Villages were predominantly listed at
the bottom of this hierarchy, including Broughton, and states that developments within these areas
will be typically small-scale and limited to appropriate building conversions, infilling, and should
meet local needs. Under exceptional circumstances larger scale redevelopment schemes would be
permitted.
The Neighbourhood Plan identifies three potential development sites that can be used for smallscale developments and will be an extension of the current Broughton settlement boundary (Figure
A 1 and Figure A 2).

Figure A 1: Broughton Village settlement boundary
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These three areas are noted in RES1 and shown in Figure A 2:
1. 522 Garstang Road - field to front of bungalow - 0.3ha
2. Disused former football field to east of Park House and King George V Playing Fields and
to the south and east of Broughton District Sports and Social Club - 1.45ha
3. Land to east and south of Broughton District Sports and Social Club - 0.75ha
The above sites noted for potential residential development will not have significant impacts on any
designated sites, including Ribble and Alt Estuaries SPA and Ramsar, SSSIs, LNRs and NNRs.
Due to the distance between these areas and the designated sites and the small-scale of the
developments (all less than 1.5ha in size).

Figure A 2: Three areas identified within policy RES1 that could be used for development. (Map extracted
from Broughton Neighbourhood Plan)
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